12th Grade

Crew (ALL sections)
- Journals for Crew personal writing exercises
- USB/flash drive to be used for ALL classes

Literature
- Pencils and pens
- Spiral notebook with pockets

Math
- Graph paper notebook
- Binder or folder
- Pencils, Pens
- Journal – example

History
- Notebook
- Access to a workable laptop/computer outside of school

11 & 12th GRADE ART ELECTIVE (do not purchase until you know you have been placed in art elective)
- 9" X 6" Sketch book approx. $4.89
- 2" X 18" Clear Grid Ruler approx. $6.67
- Art Pencils Soft - Hard $5.98
- Artist Markers approx. $19.98 or Artist Markers approx. $9.88
- Artist Paint Brushes approx.$7.99

*** Students should not open or use supplies until after our first lesson. Students are responsible for storing their personal art supplies in their lockers NOT the art room."